[Context] In software engineering research, emphasis is given to sound evaluations of new approaches. While industry surveys or industrial case studies are preferred to evaluate industrial applicability, controlled experiments with student participants are commonly used to determine measurements such as effectiveness and efficiency of a proposed approach.
Introduction
For a holistic evaluation of proposed approaches in software engineering research, a combination of several empirical methods is needed to provide sound evidence regarding the value of the approach. Hence, the commonly preferred industrial research (i.e. industry surveys or industrial case studies) needs to be combined with high-quality experiments (cf. [1] ). Usually, experiments with industry participants are not feasible, as typically an insufficient number of practitioners are available (cf. [2] ). Furthermore, experiments in industry often lack the needed control regarding measurements and instrumentation (cf. [3] ). Hence, controlled experiments with student participants are frequently used in software engineering. In addition, researchers argue that only in experiments with student participants both approaches under investigation (i.e., the proposed new approach and the common approach) are treated fairly (cf. [2] ) because in industrial research, participants will usually be more trained with the actually used approach.
Research has been done on the question whether student participants are appropriate experiment subjects. In particular, it is broadly discussed whether student participation is applicable to an industrial setting (e.g., [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] ). To aid discussions regarding student participation in controlled experiments in the software engineering field, this paper contributes results of a mapping study to assess the current state of the art regarding controlled experiments with student participants. To achieve this goal, this paper reports on major aspects of student participation. One major aspect is the current state of use, i.e., it is important to provide data to investigate how common experiments with student participants are and what the typical experimental tasks and setups are. Another major aspect aims at the reporting of threats to validity. While in the past shortcomings have been identified it is to question whether the situation has improved and particularly whether researchers are aware of threats specific for student use such as the recruitment strategy. Furthermore, we investigate whether experiments with graduate participants and with undergraduate participants differ, as undergraduate experiments are commonly seen as inappropriate (e.g., [6] ).
The literature review presented in this paper basically repeats the review reported in [8] for a current time frame and focusing on student participants. In particular, publications in selected highquality journals and conferences of the years 2010 to 2014 (including) are reviewed. In total, the mapping study is based on the data provided by 109 papers which report 163 controlled experiments with student participants.
The remainder of the paper is structured according to guidelines for reporting literature reviews and mapping studies, as outlined in [9] and [10] . Hence, Section 2 discusses related reviews and research, Section 3 defines the research questions, and Section 4 details the review method and search strategy. Section 5 presents the results of the literature review, which are discussed in Section 6. To this end, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Background and Motivation
In literature, work has been done to define best practices for conducting experiments in software engineering (e.g., [11] ). Thereby, general approaches also discuss issues w.r.t. student participants (i.e., how to conduct a proper experiment in an educational setting, e.g., [12] , [8] , [13] , [14] ). Furthermore, general research regarding avoidance of threats to validity has been done in the field (e.g., [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] ). Another broadly discussed aspect of experimentation in software engineering focuses on the use of student participants under the research of question whether student participants are generalizable to professionals in an industrial setting (e.g., [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] ).
Apart from work regarding best practices and detailed questions on how to conduct experiments in software engineering, work has been done aiming at state of the art analysis w.r.t. experimentation in software engineering research. Lukowicz et al. report in [19] a quantitative study to evaluate the state of the art of experimental evaluation in computer science for the years 1991-1994, in which a total of 403 research papers was investigated. In conclusion, about 40% of the investigated papers lacked empirically validated results although the authors argued the proposed approaches were in need of empirical evaluation. In [20] In doing so, among others, the discussion of threats to validity and the recruitment strategies were investigated. The authors concluded, that a large amount of experiment reports lack a proper discussion of threats to validity and do not report influential factors in the designs of the controlled experiments. Kampenes et al. conducted a systematic review of quasi experiments in software engineering [23] . The analysis builds upon the identified controlled experiments by [8] . Hence, no newer experiment reports were considered.
Research Questions
The goal of this mapping study is to assess the current state of the art in controlled experiments with student participants in the field of software engineering. To do so, we defined three major research questions, which will be detailed by sub-questions in the respective subsections.
First, it is of importance to assess the current use of controlled experiments with student participants:
RQ1: What is the current state of use of controlled experiments with student participants?
Second, Sjøberg et al. [8] reported that many experiment reports do not report necessary aspects of the threats to validity in general, and even that the situation is worse for experiments conducted with student participants. Hence, it is to question how the situation evolved:
RQ2: What is the current state for reporting threats to validity in controlled experiments with student participants?
Last, experimental research with undergraduate participants is commonly seen as inadequate for software engineering research, due to a lack in generalizability. Hence, it is to question, how experiments with undergraduate and graduate participants differ. 
RQ3:

Current State of Use (RQ1)
Generalizability is commonly considered a major threat to experiments with student participants. Therefore, experiments with student participants are often only reluctantly accepted in scientific communities (cf. [2] ). However, due to the lack of sufficient participating practitioners they are often the only way to gather quantitative data (cf. [3] ), as industry surveys and case studies often cannot be used to provide evidence for e.g., effectiveness of a proposed technique compared to an existing technique. In addition, it has recently been discussed whether the evaluation of new techniques in an industrial setting is fair (e.g., [2] , [24] ), since industry professionals commonly have extensive knowledge and experience with existing techniques but tend to be unfamiliar with the newly proposed technique (cf. [2] ). Additionally, new approaches (such as the model-based engineering paradigm) are not incorporated into industrial practice everywhere at the same time but are introduced for specific teams successively. These teams can commonly be considered consisting of rather new employees who are in many ways comparable to graduate students (cf. [2] ). Hence, it is of interest to determine to which degree controlled experiments with student participants are used:
RQ1.1:
Are controlled experiments with student participants well established in literature and commonly reported?
RQ1.2: What is the share compared to experiments with industry professionals?
Regarding the current use of student experiment, it is of course also to questions what student participants are used for. Hence, it is to question whether there are some experimental tasks commonly given in experiments with student participants. This could indicate some areas where student participants are appropriate.
RQ1.3: What are categories of experimental tasks commonly given in experiments with student participants?
A further point in our investigation deals with the time consumption/the time given for the completion of a task. In particular, for student participants, their attention spans have to be taken into account (cf. [25] ). Long lasting tasks will lead to a higher abortion rate or, in mandatory experiments, to a higher mental abortion rate. This means that students still complete their tasks but after a certain point in time are so uninterested that results are no longer reliable. This leads to:
RQ1.4:
What time is consumed for task completion in student experiments on average?
Current State of Threats to Validity Reporting (RQ2)
As Sjøberg et al. [8] reported that experiment reports fail to report threats to validity in general and for student experiments in particular, it is to question whether this situation has since. Hence, it is of interest whether the threats to validity are properly discussed within the experiment reports. Considering the large number of possible threats (cf., e.g., [15] , [17] , [18] ), we focus on the broader discussion of general validity categories. Threats to validity relate to four different categories: internal, external, construct, and conclusion validity (cf. [15] ). Hence, it is to question whether the authors discuss threats to validity on all categories or whether they deem some particular validity aspect to be more important in their experiment.
RQ2.1: What categories of threats to validity are explicitly discussed in the experiment reports?
In controlled experiments with student participants, the recruitment is directly linked to several threats to validity (cf. [13] , [12] ). For example, given the use of bonuses such as grade improvement, can lead to increased performance in experiments compared to the typical performance under normal conditions (cf. [26] , [27] ). Furthermore, this may lead to threats from hypothesis guessing as students are eager to answer as desired by the researcher (cf. [28] ). In contrast, mandatory participation is often seen as ethically abusive (cf. [29] ), unless the experiment is carefully designed to aid the students' learning experience of course related topics (e.g., [30] , [31] , [32] ). Hence, it is of interest whether these points are known (i.e., is the recruiting discussed in experiment reports) and which recruiting strategies are commonly chosen:
RQ2.2:
Is the recruitment reported in experiments with student participants?
RQ2.3: What are commonly used recruiting strategies?
A specific part of the recruitment strategy deals with bonuses given for participation. While monetary payment is often seen as the best way to reward students (cf. [13] ), according to the literature, many experiments make use of grading improvement, which entails the risk of misinterpreting student results (cf. [12] ).
RQ2.4:
Are the bonuses given reported in experiments with student participants?
RQ2.5: Which kind of bonuses are given for experiment participation?
The choice of the experimental control (e.g., within subject, control groups) has major effects on the threats to validity of an experiment and on the participants' results (cf. [33] ). In the case of student experiments, the use of control groups can be infeasible, as in teaching environments it needs to be ensured that all participants get the possibility to gain the same knowledge in experiments (cf. [29] ). Hence, it is to question whether specific setups are commonly chosen in experiments with student participants.
RQ2.6: What are commonly chosen control strategies in the experimental setups of experiments with student participants?
Difference in Current State of Use for Graduates and Undergraduates (RQ3)
In literature, a differentiation is commonly made between student experiments with undergraduate participants and graduate participants. With respect to generalizability, it is often stated that graduate students are appropriate study participants in some cases (e.g., [4] , [5] , [6] ) or even most of the time (cf. [7] ). In contrast, undergraduate students seem to be regarded as inappropriate in general (e.g., [34] , [6] ). Therefore, it is of interest whether these statements are accordingly reflected in literature:
RQ3.1: Are controlled experiments with undergraduate student participants uncommon?
RQ3.2: What is the ratio between student experiments with graduate participants and with undergraduate participants?
Furthermore, findings indicate that the participants' degree of experience and ability has major effects on the task completion in experiments (cf. [35] , [36] ).
RQ3.3: Do the tasks completed by students in controlled experiments differ for experiments with undergraduate students and for experiments with graduate students?
For the obvious reason of completeness, it is also to question whether the reporting of threats to validity differs: 
RQ3.4:
Review Methods
Data Source and Search Strategy
In our study, we investigated controlled experiments reported in a set of high-quality venues. In particular, we adopted the search strategy used by Sjøberg et al. [8] to investigate the state of the art w.r.t. the reporting of controlled experiments. Hence, we chose our data sources close to [8] . Differences in the data sources result from limiting factors regarding the quality assessment of the publications under investigation. Detailed information is provided in Section 4.3.
In total, we reviewed publications in the following journals:
• ACM Transactions on Software Engineering Methodology (TOSEM), In addition, we reviewed publications in the following conferences:
• Empirical Assessment & Evaluation in Software Engineering (EASE), and
• International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement.
To ensure an actual investigation of the current state of the art regarding the reporting of controlled experiments with student participants, we restricted the review to journal volumes and conference proceedings that have been published within the last five years.
Search Process and Experiment Selection
We investigated the discussed data sources for publications including reports of controlled experiments conducted with student participants. In order to determine the relevant experiment reports, the selection process was tripartite:
• First, all relevant volumes and proceedings of the journals and conferences under investigation were obtained. Relevant for the literature search were the volumes and proceedings published between 2010 and 2014. All relevant issues could be received from different digital libraries (i.e., IEEE Xplore Digital Library, ACM digital library, Springer Link). Hence, no venues had to be excluded due to nonavailability.
• Second, all papers contained in the obtained volumes and proceedings were differentiated into potential relevant papers or irrelevant papers. At this point, title, keywords, and abstract were reviewed. If it became obvious that a paper was not relevant for the study, the paper was excluded from further investigation; otherwise the paper was considered a potentially relevant paper. Irrelevant papers are those papers that do not report evaluation results at all, where it is clearly stated that another investigation method than controlled experiments was used, or where obviously non-student participants were used.
• Third, the remaining potentially relevant papers were investigated in detail. In doing so, irrelevant papers were excluded and for relevant paper an analysis criteria table was filled out (see Section 4.4). A paper was excluded based on the same criteria as in the second step (i.e., the paper did either not report a controlled experiment or the experiment reported did not use student participants).
Experiment Quality Assessment
As briefly outlined in Section 4.1, we excluded some data sources used by [8] from our investigation. This includes journals such as IEEE Computer and IEEE Software as well as conferences with a technical focus on specific software engineering areas. In these cases, experiment reports were typically so briefly summarized that it was neither possible to determine whether our main criteria (e.g., controlled experiment, student participants) are fulfilled, nor was it possible to extract data for answering our review questions as commonly insufficient data was provided by experiment summaries. Hence, no papers of these venues were part of the investigation.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To ensure qualitative statements regarding the review questions for the current time only papers were included, which
• were published in the data sources of Section 4.1, • were published within the last five complete years (i.e., in the years 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014), • are experiment reports or included an evaluation section describing a controlled experiment, and • are clearly using students as experiment participants.
As already introduced we excluded entire venues from the evaluation where commonly too little information was provided regarding the review questions. Namely, there were pieces of information missing regarding
• the recruitment of student participants, • the detailed tasks students were asked to complete, • the time frame given for experiment completion, • the time frame intendedly needed for task fulfillment, • the experimental design, or • the threats to validity of the experiment.
Note that also papers of the chosen data sources did not report one or multiple (in some cases even all) previously mentioned information. In these cases, we did not exclude the paper from our investigation but recorded that the particular aspect is unknown.
Data extraction
The selected relevant papers were read and statements regarding certain criteria (e.g., the recruitment, bonuses given, graduate or undergraduate participants) were excerpted. To do so, a table containing all relevant experiments (and their reporting papers) was filled out. Each cell was filled with the information provided as long as some information was given. For example, in case the recruitment strategy was neither reported explicitly in the participants Section or the threats to validity Section nor reported implicitly anywhere else throughout the paper, the cell remained empty.
Subsequently, the table was reviewed and the documented information was categorized by different researchers. In case categories were distinct, the matter was discussed and collectively solved. Table 1 shows criteria and final categories. As can be seen, in some cases categories are exclusive (e.g., students could either be recruited voluntarily or mandatorily in one experiment) while in other cases categories are non-exclusive (e.g., as experimental participants, undergraduate students as well as graduate students could be used in the same experiment). Some categories also depend on other categories, for example, an experiment can only use professional participants in case also students are used as participants, otherwise the experiment would be excluded due to our exclusion criteria (see Section 4.4). 
Results
This Section provides quantitative data regarding the research questions. Each subsection relates to a research questions.
In total, we investigated 2788 papers. 109 of these papers under investigation have been included according to our inclusion criteria from Section 4.3. These 109 papers describe 163 controlled experiments, as, for example, a controlled experiment and its replication, which is also a controlled experiment, are reported in the same paper. Table 2 shows the distribution of publications, experiment reports in general, and experiment reports with student participants in specific. As can be seen, the reporting of controlled experiments in general can be seen as common for most venues Furthermore, the use of students as participants in controlled experiments in the software engineering field can be described as very common.
Current State of Use (RQ1)
In comparison, over the years of investigation, an increasing number of papers reporting controlled experiments with student participants is recognizable. While in 2010 only 13 controlled experiments with student participants have been reported in journals and conferences under investigation, in 2014, controlled experiments with student participants were reported in 33 papers. First impressions of the 2015 editions of the journals and conferences indicate that this trend is continuing. 
Tasks in Student Experiments (RQ1.3)
We classified the tasks completed by students in the reported experiments. The majority of tasks deal with the students' comprehension (e.g., asking questions regarding the understanding of a model or program code). Evaluation tasks (e.g., reviews and inspections), maintenance tasks (e.g., incorporating new requirements into models or code), and testing tasks (e.g., detecting errors in a prototype) are also commonly used in student experiments (see Figure 2 ). In detail, 35.58% of reported experiments ask to complete comprehension tasks, 20.85% ask for testing tasks, 20.25% ask for maintenance tasks, and 15.95% ask for evaluation tasks. Further 15.34% of reported experiments ask to complete tasks which can be considered highly individual as no other controlled experiment contains a similar task. Figure 3 shows the average time consumption given for task completion. As can be seen, the majority of experiments is designed to be completed in more than two hours (30.06%) or even in unlimited time (33.13%). Only 1.84% are designed to be completed in less than thirty minutes and 20.86% are designed to be completed in less than two hours. 14.11% of experiment reports do not give information regarding the time consumption for task completion. 
Figure 2. Tasks to be completed in student experiments
Time Consumption for Tasks (RQ1.4)
Current State of Threats to Validity Reporting (RQ2)
Reported Threat to Validity Categories (RQ2.1)
The experiment reports under investigation most commonly discuss threats to external and internal validity. Threats to both validity categories have been reported in the vast majority of experiment reports (i.e., external validity was discussed in 90.74% of experiment reports and internal validity was discussed in 90.12% of experiment reports). Threats to construct validity were discussed in 73.46% of all experiment reports and threats to conclusion validity were discussed in 64.2% of all experiment reports. It must be noted that 7.41% of all reported experiments with student participants did not discuss threats to validity at all. Figure 4 shows the threats to validity discussed in experiment reports with respect to common categories for threats to validity. It is to note that some authors did not refer to the categories as suggested by [15] but only differentiate between threats to external validity and threats to internal validity. Therefore, we classified the reported and discussed threats to validity from the experiment reports according to [15] if authors used a different categorization.
Figure 4. Threats to validity
Recruitment Strategy (RQ2.2, RQ2.3)
Regarding student recruitment, in 46.63% of experiments with student participants, students were recruited voluntarily, in about 15.95% students were recruited on a mandatory basis, and 37.42% of experiment reports did not report the recruitment strategy (see Figure 5 ). It must be noted that in the case of mandatory recruitment, two experiments reported in distinct papers are also included where students were not aware of their experiment participation. In these cases, the experiment was part of the graded exam but students were unaware that they participated in an experiment.
While the number of papers not reporting the recruitment is increasing over the years (i.e., 3 in 2010 and 26 in 2014), the ratio between controlled experiments reporting and not reporting the recruitment can be considered rather unchanging. 
Bonus System (RQ2.4, RQ2.5)
It is often common to provide bonuses to ensure student participation and furthermore gain student commitment for task completion. In the majority of the experiment reports, no statements regarding bonuses are made (54.60%), but this might correspond with researchers not stating what they have not done. For example, researchers might assume that mandatory recruitment also means that no bonuses are given. Overall, only 15.95% of experiments reported did explicitly refrain from rewards. 23.31% explicitly used bonuses related to grading, which is commonly seen as a severe threat to the internal validity of the experiments (cf. [12] ). Regarding the development over the years, also in the case of rewards given no clear trend is recognizable. Figure 6 details the distribution of the kind of bonuses given. As can be seen, only a small minority makes use of monetary payment (in total, 1.84% or 3 experiments). Since this bonus system is often appreciated w.r.t. ensuring voluntary recruitment and minimizing threats resulting from favoring the researcher (cf. [13] ), it is interesting to note, that this bonus system has hardly any relevance in practice. The category "other" relates to minor gifts such as sweets or participation in some kind of lottery. In some cases other benefits are combined with grade improvements. In these cases the experiments were categorized as "grades or extra points". Figure 7 details the relation between the recruitment strategy and the rewards given. As can be seen, experiments without a reported recruitment strategy often also lack providing the information regarding bonuses, too. In detail, 68.85% of experiments not detailing the recruitment strategy, did also not provide information regarding the incentive system used nor did they report that no bonuses were given. 
Control Used in Student Experiments (RQ2.6)
The vast majority (77.6%) of controlled experiments with student participants uses an experimental design which makes use of distinct treatment-and control-groups (see Figure 8 ). It must be positively noted that only 6.4% do not discuss whether they used a control and only 3 experiments did explicitly use no control.
Figure 8. Distribution of graduate and undergraduate participants in controlled experiment reports
Only 14.4% make use of a within-subject design. This is in so far interesting, as it is often discussed that experiments in educational settings must provide the same learning experience for all participants (cf. [29] ). Figure 9 compares the control used to the recruitment strategy chosen. Only one mandatory experiment uses a within-subject design but 24 use a design with a control-group. 
Difference in Current State of Use for Graduates and Undergraduates (RQ3)
In this section, a comparison between controlled experiments with graduate participants and undergraduate participants is made. Hence, mostly experiments with graduate student participants only and with undergraduate participants only are compared.
Ratio of Experiments with Graduate and Undergraduate Student Participants (RQ3.1, RQ3.2)
Most experiments with student participants explicitly stated that experiments were conducted with graduate student participants only (42.33%). In addition, 34.36% explicitly used undergraduate student participants only. 4.29% of reported student experiments did not classify their participants w.r.t. their level of maturity. 7.98% explicitly used graduate as well as undergraduate students. In addition, 11.04% of the reported experiments with student participants not only used student participants alone but a combination of student and professional participants. Figure 10 visualizes the distribution in percentage and absolute numbers. Figure 11 shows how many students in average participated in an experiment. The figure illustrates the differences regarding the number of student participants for each experiment dependent on their maturity level. In three cases, we could not consider the experiments in this calculation as the papers did not state the number of participants. In two papers it was discussed in the threats to validity that the number of participants has to be considered very low and one paper only stated that the number of participants was sufficient. 
Differences in Tasks (RQ3.3)
Regarding the question of whether the tasks differ for graduate and undergraduate students, this seems to be true. While most controlled experiments with student participants aim at the students' comprehension, this is even more significant for undergraduate experiments. In contrast, graduates are more often given more specific tasks such as maintenance or evaluation tasks. Figure 12 visualizes the results for the task categories. The time-frames given for the completion of experiments with graduate and undergraduate do not differ at large, as can be investigated in Figure 13 . 
Differences in Threats to validity (RQ3.4)
There is no significant difference in reporting threats to validity for controlled experiments conducted with graduate students as participants and with experiments conducted with undergraduate students as participants. By tendency, controlled experiments with undergraduate participants do more often report threats to validity in each category. Figure 14 shows the reported threat to validity categories depending on the participating students.
Figure 14. Reported threats to validity categories in dependence of participants
The ratio between voluntary and mandatory recruitment differs between controlled experiments with undergraduate and graduate participants. Experiments with graduate student participants do more often not report the recruitment strategy use less often voluntary recruitment compared to experiments with undergraduate student participants. The differences are shown in Figure 15 .
Figure 15. Recruitment in dependence of participants
Regarding the rewards given, experiments with undergraduate participants only make more often use of grade improvements in comparison with controlled experiments with graduate participants (37.50% vs 20.29%, see Figure 16 ). Neither experiments with graduates only nor experiments with undergraduates only make use of monetary payment as reward for participation.
Figure 16. Rewards in dependence of participants
Regarding the use of control-groups, in controlled experiments with graduate students a within-subject design is more often used than in controlled experiments with undergraduate students (see Figure 17 ). Table 3 summarizes the findings detailed in Section 5 with respect to the review questions from Section 3. In summary, we can conclude for the major research questions to assess the state of the art in controlled experiments with student participants that:
• Student participants are used in the majority of controlled experiments in the software engineering field. Hence, the use of student participants must be considered state of the art. Experiments with student participants are commonly used for comprehension tasks and in the majority of cases last longer than two hours or have no time limit. (RQ1) • The reporting of threats to validity seems to have improved since the investigation of Sjøberg et al. [8] . However, the reporting of student specific factors threatening the validity of the experiment are often not reported. (RQ2) • It can be recognized that undergraduates are commonly used as experiment participants and must hence be seen as appropriate participants. While there are some minor differences between experiments with undergraduate and graduate participants, experiments with undergraduates tend to be more general and less specific. (RQ3)
Strengths and Weaknesses
While we investigated the reporting of threats to validity in the controlled experiments under investigation, this section covers the threats to validity of our own investigation. Subsequently, we will discuss the major threats of the mapping study.
First of all, we must note the limited data sources. The mapping study relies on experiment reports from only a few journals and conference proceedings. As these focus on software engineering at large or empirical software engineering in particular, results may significantly differ for more topic-specific fields of software engineering. For example, a more technical field like programming or a more practice-oriented field like requirements engineering may give different importance to particular threats to validity or to the applicability of student participants. Yes, the majority of controlled experiments is conducted using student participants. The number of experiments with student participants is increasing from year to year.
RQ1.2 What is the share compared to experiments with industry professionals?
Between 50% and 75% of experiment reports in each venue are conducted with student participants.
RQ1.3 What are categories of experimental tasks commonly given in experiments with student participants?
The majority of experiments use tasks regarding the participants' comprehension. Other often used categories are maintenance, testing, and evaluation.
RQ1.4 What time is consumed for task completion in student experiments on average?
Only less than 2% last less than 30 minutes and about 21% last less than two hours. About 30% last longer than two hours and 33% explicitly have no time limit.
RQ 2
RQ2.1 What threat to validity categories are explicitly discussed in the experiment reports?
90.74% discuss external validity, 90.12% internal validity, 73.46% construct validity, 64.2% conclusion validity.
RQ2.2
Is the recruitment reported in experiments with student participants? 37.42% of experiments do not report the recruitment strategy.
RQ2.3 What are commonly used recruiting strategies?
46.63% use voluntary, 15.95% use mandatory recruitment.
RQ2.4
54.6% of experiments give no information regarding the bonuses given.
RQ2.5 Which kind of bonuses are given for experiment participation?
23.31% benefit the grading, 15.95% give no bonuses, only 1.84% are paid.
RQ2.6
What are commonly chosen control strategies in the experimental setups of experiments with student participants?
77.6% use some design explicitly featuring some kind of control group, 14.4% use a within-subject design, and only 1.84% do not use a control instrument at all. 6.4% do not report the control chosen.
RQ 3
RQ3.1 Are controlled experiments with undergraduate student participants uncommon?
No, considering mixed setups up to 50% of experiments use undergraduates.
RQ3.2
What is the ratio between student experiments with graduate participants and with undergraduate participants?
42.33 % of experiments used graduate students only. 34.36% explicitly used undergraduates only.
RQ3.3
Do the tasks completed by students in controlled experiments differ for experiments with undergraduate students and for experiments with graduate students?
Yes, undergraduate students are more often used for comprehension tasks and less often for more specific tasks. Time consumption does not differ significantly.
RQ3.4
Does the reporting of threats to validity, recruitment, bonuses, and control differ for experiments with graduate students and for experiments with undergraduate students?
Yes. Regarding the reporting of threats to validity only minor differences can be recognized but for recruitment experiments with graduate students do more often not discuss the recruitment and make less often use of voluntary recruitment. Bonuses to the grades are more often given in undergraduate experiments (38% vs 20%) and experiments with graduate students use more often a within-subject design (22% vs 5%).
Another issue deals with the classification of the experiment reports. In classifying the experiments w.r.t. the classification scheme (Section 4.5), we did not consider different levels of fulfillment. Hence, there is a risk we placed an experiment in categories erroneously due to lacking information in the paper. For example, regarding the potential bonuses given, many papers state that they did not pay the students. In these cases, it is not decidable whether this means that no bonuses were given or whether bonuses were given (which the authors did not mention) but the bonuses were not monetary. In this example, we decided to assume that no bonuses were given, as the authors were at least aware of the necessity to report on some information regarding bonuses. Otherwise, it would be necessary to distinguish between different degrees of full information given and no information given. In fact, many papers do not report all relevant facets. Consequently, a large amount of experiments had to be classified as 'information unknown' even when the authors discussed some aspects.
Another issue deals with our inclusion and exclusion criteria: the definition of a student participant. During the investigation of the selected relevant experiment reports it became obvious that some researchers classified student participants as professionals in case they are part-time employed. In some cases, this holds explicitly for dual study programs (i.e., degree programs consisting of a university taught part and industrial apprenticeship). In other cases, it is impossible to determine the degree of professional experience of student professionals. Hence, we assume that a considerable number of experiments reporting student and professional participants must be rather considered as student participants only, as the professionals in the experiments will most likely not possess sufficient experience to demarcate from students. Furthermore, it must be considered a high risk that experiments were erroneously excluded as the reported professional participants might also be students and hence not differ from experiments with student participants.
Finally, as for most mapping studies, we investigated abstract topics, such which categories for threats to validity have been reported. Hence, this paper cannot state whether the reporting is correct, whether the threats are complete, and other detailed content-related questions.
Meaning of Findings
Under consideration of the threats to validity we can conclude that experiments with student participants are at least common in software engineering at general. While we investigated qualitative journals and conferences, we assume that student participants will be even more often adequate in other publications such as workshop proceedings. However, reports from other researchers show a high refusal of experimental research with student participants (cf. [6] , [13] ), particularly it is concluded that in many conferences papers are rejected due to the use of student participants (cf. [2] ). These findings might explain the low number of experiment reports at all. Only about 10% of investigated publications featured a report of a controlled experiment with human participants, and as we investigated not only experiment reports but also the evaluation section of research papers, we consider this number as low in view of the high appreciation of experiments in literature (e.g., [1] , [3] , [15] ). Hence, a less reluctant stance against student participants might increase the number of papers using controlled experiments as an evaluation approach.
Furthermore, the ratio of reported controlled experiments with undergraduate participants shows, in contrast to common claims in literature (cf. [6] , [34] ), that also undergraduate experiment participants can be appropriate. This particularly holds for simple experimental tasks regarding the participants' comprehension. Considering that the vast majority of controlled experiments reported used student participants, the use of undergraduate participants must somehow be considered as the current state of the art.
Regarding the reporting of threats to validity of controlled experiments, at a first glance, the situation has improved since the investigation of Sjøberg et al. [8] . In contrast, the reporting of contributing factors such as the recruitment strategy or the bonus systems shows that there remains a lack of information provided by experiment reports, which has not improved since [8] . However, we assume the fact that experiment reports discuss threats to validity -and this in most cases holds for all threat categories -as improvement. This shows that the awareness of the need for reporting threats to validity has improved.
Regarding the threats specific to student participants, we assume a lack of awareness for threats aside from the generalizability of the experiment results. As the recruitment strategy has severe impact on the threats to validity of the study, it is alarming that 32.5% of experiments did not report how students were recruited. Nevertheless, this result is not surprising as Sjøberg et al. [8] already reported in 2005 on the lack of information regarding the recruitment process in student experiments. The same holds for the lack in reporting the bonus system.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we reported a mapping study to assess the state of the art of controlled experiments with student participants in the field of requirements engineering. To do so, we reviewed 1024 papers published in selected journals and conferences between 2010 and 2014 (including). In total, we found 95 papers which report 125 controlled experiments with student participants. Thus, this is the majority of all controlled experiments published.
Findings indicate that controlled experiments with student participants and also with undergraduate participants must be considered state of the art for evaluation in software engineering. In conclusion, it can be assumed that student experiments are appropriate as evaluation for software engineering approaches and can particularly be used to test the participants' comprehension of techniques under evaluation.
It also turned out that while the overall reporting of threats to validity has improved, the reporting of concerns specific to experiments with student participants is lacking, hence suggesting that the implications of such contributing student specific factors are often unknown. Therefore, it must be suggested to not only focus the attention in student experimentation towards the problem of generalizability but thoroughly elaborate on other threats as well.
Future work should complement the mapping study by investigating more detailed facets of student experimentation. For instance, it is of interest to investigate whether the reported threats to validity correspond with the student specific factors of the experiment. In addition, the appropriateness of the reported experiments not only for research but in the view of teaching software engineering must be considered.
